G302 In-Class Exercise
Determining Strike and Dip of Coal Bed from a Topographic Map (3-Point Problem)

The attached topographic map is from the California, PA 7.5-minute quadrangle. The map displays topography plus landuse information, including the location of mine entries. Three mine entries are circled on the map, located near Crescent Heights (east-central), Oak Grove (west-central), and Maple Glen (southwest). The mine entry points represent horizontal tunnels that enter the Pittsburgh Coal seam, a 6-ft thick coal bed that has been extensively mined in the southwestern PA area for use in the steel and energy industries. Your task is to use the elevations of the three mine entries to determine the strike and dip of the Pittsburgh Coal bed in the map area. Remember the definition of strike and dip:

**Strike**: the azimuth bearing of a line formed by passing an imaginary horizontal plane through a planar bed of rock (i.e. a line of constant elevation)

**Dip**: the inclination of the bed, measured perpendicular to strike

Steps to complete problem:

1. Determine the elevations of each mine entry; identify the highest, lowest, and middle elevation point.
2. Draw three lines between each entry point (will make a triangle)
3. Calculate the total distance between the highest and lowest elevation points
4. Calculate the total relief between the highest and lowest elevation points
5. Calculate a gradient conversion ratio by dividing total dist (item 3) by total relief (item 4)
6. Determine the relief between the middle elevation point and the lowest elevation point
7. Assuming a constant dip (bed gradient) calculate the distance to the intermediate elevation along the line between the highest and lowest elevation points
   a. Multiply item 6 x item 5
   b. Measure the resulting map distance from the lowest elevation point, along the line between low and high. This will mark the interpolated middle elevation between the low and high points.
   c. Draw a line connecting the middle elevation point and the interpolated point on 7b above; this is a line connecting points of equal elevation on the coal bed, thus is your strike line
8. Determine the azimuth bearing of your strike line
9. Now draw a strike line parallel to the original line in 7 above, and have it intersect the highest elevation mine entry point. (you now have two strike lines drawn parallel to themselves, one through the middle elevation point, and one through the high elevation point).
10. Now calculate the angle of dip between the two strike lines by using \( \tan(dip) = \frac{\text{rise}}{\text{run}} = \frac{V}{H} = \frac{\text{change in elevation}}{\text{horizontal distance}} \) (as measure perpendicular to the strike lines).

Place your answers in the spaces below:

_________ Elevation of highest mine entry point
_________ Elevation of middle mine entry point
_________ Elevation of lowest mine entry point
_________ Strike Azimuth Bearing
_________ Dip Direction
_________ Dip Angle (degrees)